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Woman’s Way
ANDRĖ PABARČIŪTĖ
Idea, directing Andrė Pabarčiūtė | Choreography,
dance Edita Stundytė | Music, movement Andrė
Pabarčiūtė | Video projection Evaldas Arlauskas |
Costume and set design Greta Ripamonti |
Lighting design Darius Malinauskas
Duration 45' | Première 2011

Woman’s Way is a performance that Andrė
Pabarčiūtė devoted to the feminine world.
Together with the choreographer Edita
Stundytė, she explores the main issues
of the woman’s nature. Music, choreography, video installations and expressive
costumes merge together to recall the
legend of a Woman Goddess. Interested in
a matriarchal society, Pabarčiūtė evokes
it today with the aim to remind us how to
co-exist in harmony with the world.
Andrė Pabarčiūtė is known as a vocalist,
composer, performer and a free-jazz artist.
Her performances made for theatre stage
unify avant-garde singing, improvisation
and movement. After graduating from the
Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre,
Pabarčiūtė has taken part in various collaborative music projects as well as producing
her own creations that revolve around
electronic and avant-garde music, theatre,
movement, poetry and singing. To create
the Woman’s Way she collaborated with
the choreographer Edita Stundytė.

© KRISTINA JASUDAITĖ

Ladder
ARTS PRINTING HOUSE / YOUNG STAGE
ARTISTS’ PROGRAM OPEN SPACE
Choreography and dance Erika Vizbaraitė |
Music Rita Mačiliūnaitė | Set and costume
design Rūta Biliūnaitė | Lighting design Aurelijus
Davidavičius | Musician Žanas Leskauskas
Duration 30' | Première 2011

Human life is in a permanent movement:
after finishing one stage, another begins.
Step by step we get away from our childhood, we move forward, obliged to make
so many decisions. We can never stop,
even if there is no final point.
After leaving the National Čiurlionis School
of Art (Ballet Department) the young
Lithuanian dancer and choreographer
Erika Vizbaraitė continued her studies at the Rambert School of Ballet and
Contemporary Dance in London. Several
years later, she graduated from the
Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre,
obtaining her BA in contemporary dance
and acting. Erika has created several performances (dance opera NO-AI-DI, dance
and music performance Home) where the
interaction of music and dance occupies
an important place. Her last work Ladder is
a duet of movement and sound created for
Open Space, the program founded by the
Arts Printing House to support emerging
Lithuanian artists.

© KAMILĖ ŽIČKYTĖ

Feel Link
ARTS PRINTING HOUSE / YOUNG STAGE
ARTISTS’ PROGRAM OPEN SPACE
Choreography Laurynas Žakevičius and
Airida Gudaitė | Dance Laurynas Žakevičius
and Airida Gudaitė | Music Nina Simone,
Claro Intelecto, James Blake | Set design
Renata Valčik | Lighting design Povilas Laurinaitis
Duration 40' | Première 2011

By linking urban and contemporary dance
styles, A&L Urban Dance Theater has
opened a new, yet almost unexplored pathway in the contemporary Lithuanian dance
landscape. Feel Link is a performance
which explores different phases of relationship between man and woman. While interpreting Nina Simone’s piece called Feelings,
these two young ambitious choreographers
share their reflections on the impalpability
of feelings in a modern society.
After obtaining her BA in dance educology, Airida Gudaitė works as a teacher of
urban dance. She has been developing
her choreographic skills in France and
Germany, during the training in such dance
schools as the L’agence Dancefloor, the
Flying Steps Dance Academy, Ruhrnation
2009 etc. Laurynas Žakevičius is a talented
Lithuanian break dancer who has gained
success while participating (and later
judging) in various break dance competitions both in Lithuania and abroad (Urban
Dance, IBE, NordicMoves and others).
With a BA in social pedagogy, he also
works with children, using dance as a
tool to cope with social difficulties. Both
dancers have become well-known to
Lithuanian audiences after their successful participation in the Lithuanian version
of the famous American project So You
Think You Can Dance.

© ANDRIUS BRAZAITIS

Am I the One Who I Am?
AURA DANCE THEATRE
Choreography Birutė Letukaitė | Textile art
installation Almyra Bartkevičiūtė-Weigel |
Interpretation, performance Liza Baliasnaja,
Gotautė Kalmatavičiūtė, Rūta Lelytė, Indrė
Puišytė, Andrius Stakelė, Aura studio dancers |
Music Ramūnas Jaras, Murcof, Massive Attack |
Video Kristijonas Jakubsonas | Persons in
video Aura dancers, Almyra BartkevičiūtėWeigel, Vaidotas Daukša, Gintarė Masteikaitė,
Pilypas Misiukevičius, Jokūbas Nosovas |
Costumes Rūta Biliūnaitė, Birutė Letukaitė
Duration 40' | Première 2011

The artistic tandem of the choreographer
Birutė Letukaitė and textile artist Almyra
Bartkevičiūtė-Weigel deals with the
theme of self-concept. Am I the one who
I am? Am I something made of the rules
of society or something that has grown
in time as my personal identity? Who am
I? Choreography enters the world of art
objects to reflect the personal and social
metamorphosis caused by technological
progress. This way an artwork, which aims
to build bridges between an individual
body, society and technology, is created.
The Aura Dance Theatre is the oldest dance
theatre in Lithuania, which has accumulated the largest and most consistent experience of contemporary dance. Since 1991
Aura has been collaborating with foreign
choreographers and teachers; it takes part
in joint projects with sound and visual artists as well. Almyra Bartkevičiūtė-Weigel is
a textile, visual artist and curator, based in
Berlin since 2001. In the core of her experimental textile works lies a reflection of the
human body and the clothes covering it.

© KRISTIJONAS JAKUBSONAS

Medeas
AURA DANCE THEATRE
Idea, direction, choreography Birutė Letukaitė |
Music Antanas Jasenka | Costume design
Rūta Biliūnaitė | Lighting design Tadas Valeika |
Set design Birutė Letukaitė | Interpretation,
performance Skaidra Jančaitė (Soprano,
Medea), Liza Baliasnaja, Riikka Ihalainen,
Gotautė Kalmatavičiūtė, Rūta Lelytė, Jokūbas
Nosovas, Marius Pinigis, Indrė Puišytė,
Mantas Stabačinskas, Andrius Stakelė and
Aura studio dancers
Duration 60' | Première 2011

According to the Lithuanian media, each
year six to eight children are killed in
Lithuania. Official data are not announced
publicly. Therefore, it can be assumed
that the real numbers are much larger.
According to the Department of Statistics,
more than 27 thousand unborn babies
were killed over the last three years.
The Aura Dance Theatre is the oldest dance
theatre in Lithuania, which has accumulated the largest and most consistent
experience of contemporary dance. Its
performances were presented at many
international dance events and festivals
both in Lithuania and abroad. Since 1991
Aura has been collaborating with foreign
choreographers and teachers. It takes part
in joint projects with sound and visual
artists as well. Aura is not just a theatre;
it is also the cradle of the best Lithuanian
contemporary dancers. In 2008 the Aura
founder, choreographer and artistic
director Birutė Letukaitė was awarded the
Lithuanian Government’s Arts and Culture
Prize for her artistic achievements.

© DMITRIJ MATVEJEV

Arachne
BALTIC BALLET GROUP
Direction, choreography Marija Simona
Šimulynaitė | Dance Hilda Palkovskytė, Simona
Paciukonytė, Viktorija Naumova, Irina Nazarenko |
Music Rita Mačiliūnaitė, Philip Glass, Béla
Bartók, Benjamin Britten | Lighting design Tadas
Valeika, Marius Apanskas | Costume design
Egidijus Rainys
Duration 50' | Première 2011

This performance is based on the myth
of Arachne, narrated by Ovid in his poem
Metamorphoses. Revealing the theme of
pride, this legend remains topical in our
days. Drawing on the mythology of Ancient
Greece, director Marija S. Šimulynaitė aims
to explain the nature of women relationship and of their rivalry. In this piece, the
choreography for dancers is crossed with
the one made for light lasers. The spotlights that are constantly present on stage
help to create a supernatural atmosphere
and to bring the mythical world closer to
the one of the 21st century.
The Baltic Ballet Group is a new company
that appeared in 2010 on the Lithuanian
dance stage. The troupe unites 14 professional ballet dancers brought together by
the choreographer Marija S. Šimulynaitė.
The majority of its soloists have previously participated in the performances
of such ballet companies as the Imperial
Russian Ballet (Moscow), the Sacramento
Ballet (USA), the Los Angeles Ballet (USA),
the Le Jeune Ballet (Switzerland) ect.
Arachne is the third performance of the
company.

© TADAS ČERNIAUSKAS

Diagnosis: Man
BALTIC BALLET GROUP
Direction, choreography, costume design
Marija Simona Šimulynaitė | Dance Vladimiras
Latišonokas, Karolis Butavičius, Daniil Kolmin,
Ernestas Barcaitis | Music, interpretation
Arkadijus Gotesmanas | Design Linas Liandsbergis
Duration 50' | Première 2011

Diagnosis: Man is a performance concerned with the theme of man’s solitude.
The whole emotional palette of the male
world is reflected trough dance, trying to
understand man’s nature, as well as the
reason of a disturbed harmony between
man and woman. Music for the performance has been composed by Arkadijus
Gotesmanas, a widely known percussionist,
working in the field of free improvisational
music, and performed live on stage by the
Giunter Percussion ensemble.
The Baltic Ballet Group is a new company
that appeared in 2010 on the Lithuanian
dance stage. The troupe unites 14 professional ballet dancers brought together by
the choreographer Marija S. Šimulynaitė.
The majority of its soloists have previously participated in the performances
of such ballet companies as the Imperial
Russian Ballet (Moscow), the Sacramento
Ballet (USA), the Los Angeles Ballet (USA),
the Le Jeune Ballet (Switzerland) etc.
Diagnosis: Man is the company’s second
performance.

© TADAS ČERNIAUSKAS

Cellar Spider
DANSEMA DANCE THEATRE
Dance Sigita Mikalauskaitė, Indrė
Pačėsaitė | Direction Birutė Banevičiūtė |
Lighting design Aurelijus Davidavičius |
Music Antonio Vivaldi, Pascal Comelade
Duration 35' | Première 2011

Do you know a cellar spider? He spins
silk snares and shelters, nests and parachutes. He catches sun threads on your
window. He is smart and cute; he brings
fortune to your home. He is that spider
in the corner!
Aiming to promote contemporary dance
culture, the Dansema Dance Theatre was
the first to produce professional dance
performances for young audiences in
Lithuania. Since its establishment in
2007, six dance performances have been
created and shown both in Lithuania
and abroad. Every spring since 2008
the Dansema Dance Theatre has organized
the International Contemporary Dance
Festival for Children and Youth Dansema.
The main aim of the festival is to give an
opportunity to children and young people
to explore the world with the help of
contemporary dance.

© UGNIUS NAUDŽIUS

Fearless
DANSEMA DANCE THEATRE
Choreography Giedrė Subotinaitė | Dance
Tomas Dapšauskas | Composer Jurgita Mieželytė |
Music Muslimgauze, Goodie Mob, Vivaldi | Design
Indrė Pačėsaitė | Direction Birutė Banevičiūtė |
Lighting design Aurelijus Davidavičius
Duration 45' | Première 2011

What would my friends say? What will
she think? How do I look? What will I be
doing tomorrow? Why do adults talk such
rubbish? Why must I come home at eleven?
Why do I have to obey? Why does nobody
understand me? Can anybody answer my
questions? I am not a coward, but I am
scared. I was feeling the same when I was
your age.
Aiming to promote contemporary dance
culture, the Dansema Dance Theatre was
the first to produce professional dance
performances for young audiences in
Lithuania. Since its establishment in 2007,
six dance performances have been created
and shown both in Lithuania and abroad.
Every spring since 2008 the theatre has
organized the International Contemporary
Dance Festival for Children and Youth
Dansema. The main aim of the festival
is to give children and young people an
opportunity to explore the world within the
help of contemporary dance.

© UGNIUS NAUDŽIUS

Dance No. 2 (Indigo) /
Dance No. 1 (Black)
EDITA STUNDYTĖ
Choreography Edita Stundytė |
Interpretation Edita Stundytė, Marlena Butkevič |
Music Ryoji Ikeda, Monolake, Mozart | Lighting
design Aurelijus Davidavičius
Duration 15', 10' | Première 2011

Dance No. 2 (Indigo) / Dance No. 1 (Black)
are two abstract minimal style dance compositions where movement and emotional
expression are used to reflect the atmosphere created by music.
Edita Stundytė completed her dance
studies of teaching choreography at the
Vilnius Conservatoire in 1997. She obtained
her MA degree in 2004 at the Lithuanian
Academy of Music and Theatre in dancing
and acting (the course led by Anželika
Cholina). She took part in dance performances of such Lithuanian choreographers
as Anželika Cholina, Aira Naginevičiūtė,
Andrius Katinas, as well as in theatre
projects of Birutė Mar and Paulius
Budraitis. Currently she works as an independent choreographer. Her recent dance
performances are: About the Innocent
Erenida (2008, A|CH Dance Theatre),
The Grey Time (2007), Pain Release (2007),
Ophelia Swims, Drowns (2005, Arts
Printing House).

© DMITRIJ MATVEJEV

One
ERIKA VIZBARAITĖ, PAULIUS TAMOLĖ
Choreography, dance Erika Vizbaraitė,
Paulius Tamolė | Costume design Rūta Biliūnaitė |
Lighting design Vilius Vilutis | Music Many
Fingers, Marita Schreck, Meredith Monk,
Steve Reich, Amy Knoles, Rita Mačiliūnaitė |
Idea, producer Audronė Molytė
Duration 40' | Première 2011

Two dancers enter the stage to reconsider
the possibility of a harmonious partnership between man and woman. The artists
take up the challenge to restore the
harmony, lost due to the change of our
roles in society where a man’s strength lies
in his aim to feel nothing whilst a woman’s
hopelessness is in her wish to be strong.
Anyhow, harmony still can be restored,
if only we follow our nature.
Erika Vizbaraitė and Paulius Tamolė have
graduated from the Lithuanian Music and
Theatre Academy, gaining their degree in
contemporary dance and acting. After leaving the National Čiurlionis School of Art
(Ballet Department) Vizbaraitė continued
her studies at the Rambert School of Ballet
and Contemporary Dance in London. She is
the author of dance performances NO‑AI‑DI,
Home and Ladder. The former dancer
Paulius Tamolė can now be seen on drama
stage. In 2008 he was nominated for the
Golden Cross Stage, the highest theatre
award in Lithuania, for his debut in the
performance Clinic.

© KENSAKU SHIOYA

Wasteland
ARTISTS GROUP FISH EYE
Composer, author of the libretto, soloist
Jonas Sakalauskas | Choreography Agnija
Šeiko | Interpretation Petras Lisauskas, Darius
Berulis, Mantas Černeckas, Jonas Sakalauskas |
Set design Sigita Šimkūnaitė, Arūnas Paslaitis |
Costume design Sandra Straukaitė | Video
artist Rimas Sakalauskas
Duration 40' | Première 2011

Inspired by the work Simulacra and
Simulation by Jean Baudrillard and the
film of Rodrigo Plá The Desert Within, the
creators of the dance opera Wasteland
approach the theme of simulation; the
simulation of the relationships in modern
society, caused by a surfeit of information.
The minimalist choreography created by
Agnija Šeiko is accompanied by complexe
music compositions of Jonas Sakalauskas,
whereas the text pronounced on stage
becomes sort of a noisy speech.
Agnija Šeiko gained her BA in choreography at Klaipėda University in 2001. Four
years later, she completed her studies
in choreography at the Rotterdam Dance
Academy (the Netherlands). Beside
her works for the theatre stage, she
is also teaching at the Department of
Choreography at Klaipėda University,
leading the artists group Fish Eye and
coordinating the annual international
contemporary art festival PLArTFORMA.
In collaboration with different artists,
Šeiko creates interdisciplinary projects
employing original music, sculptural installations and video projections. Wasteland
is a project created with a well-known
Lithuanian artist, singer and composer
Jonas Sakalauskas.

© DMITRIJ MATVEJEV

The Birds
GYTIS IVANAUSKAS THEATRE
Director Gytis Ivanauskas | Dancers Gytis
Ivanauskas, Naglis Bierancas, Irina Nazarenko,
Simona Paciukonytė | Composer Gediminas
Gelgotas | Costume designer Tomas Bagackas
Duration 60' | Première 2011

The chamber dance performance The Birds
is based on a motif of contemporary ballet.
It consists of delicate dance compositions
created by its director and choreographer
Gytis Ivanauskas. The choreography is
accompanied by modern classical music
compositions of the New Ideas Chamber
Orchestra (NICO). The instrumental music
performed live on stage highlights the
main idea of the performance – to identify
superficial resemblance of birds with
the inner state of people. This project is
unique by its live sound on the stage, deep
feeling of aesthetics, classical dance and
instrumental music.
The Gytis Ivanauskas Theatre was established in 2005 by Gytis Ivanauskas, who
entered the professional theatre stage
in 2000 and became famous thanks to
his work in Oskaras Koršunovas’ and
Gintaras Varnas’ performances. In 2004
Ivanauskas completed his studies at the
Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre
and obtained his MA in acting and dancing.
Determined to show a completely different
theatre and dance, Ivanauskas is breaking the rules of contemporary dance by
synthesising absolutely different creative
forms with the help of professional dancers and actors, even singers, enriching the
performances with their unique share.

© DMITRIJ MATVEJEV

Moving Targets
VYTIS JANKAUSKAS DANCE COMPANY
Idea, choreography Vytis Jankauskas |
Dance Agnė Ramanauskaitė, Giedrė Kirkilytė,
Dovydas Letkauskas, Tautvilas Gurevičius |
Music Vu Nhat Tan | Costume design Jolanda
Imbrasienė | Lighting design Aurelijus
Davidavičius
Duration 40' | Première 2011

The new work by choreographer Vytis
Jankauskas is focused on the theme of
human relationships. Why do we strive to
make new acquaintances? How egoistic
are we in making them? In this performance, the metaphor of a moving target is
chosen to reflect the nature of instrumental
relationships, set up in modern society.
The dancer, choreographer and teacher
Vytis Jankauskas established his own
dance company in 1997 with the aim to
link contemporary and break dance styles.
During eighteen years of personal research,
the choreographer has developed his individual, purified and expressive body language. Several past years have been the
years of maturity both of the choreographer and the company, whose input in the
development of contemporary Lithuanian
dance was marked by two Golden Stage
Cross awards (for performances Drowned
Valley, 2003 and Vigil, 2008).

© GEDIMINAS JACIKEVIČIUS

Lithuanian Dance
Information Centre

Lithuanian Dance Scene.
Annual DVD

The Lithuanian Dance Information Centre
is a nongovernmental organization established in 1995 by private initiative. It is a
unique institution of its kind in Lithuania
entirely dedicated to dance. The main task
of the Centre is to disseminate information about dance in Lithuania and abroad.
During its existence it has organized
more than thirty modern dance and ballet
workshops and other training programs
and presented guest performances from
France, the USA, the UK, Italy, Switzerland
and Germany. Since 1997 the Centre
has organized the annual International
Contemporary Dance Festival New Baltic
Dance. Since 2000 it has participated in
organizing of the Summer Dance School,
designed both for dance professionals and
beginners (together with the Arts Printing
House). In addition, the centre focuses on
advocacy and lobbying, working with and
on behalf of the dance world to enhance
the profile of dance and ultimately to
increase investment in all sectors of the
dance field.

The aim of the annual Lithuanian Dance
Scene DVD project is to present professional Lithuanian contemporary dance
performances and their creators. Released
since 2006, the Lithuanian Dance Scene
DVDs contain fragments of performances
and their descriptions, information about
choreographers, companies and contact
details. The Lithuanian Dance Scene DVD is
distributed at international dance events in
Lithuania and abroad. To order, contact the
Lithuanian Dance Information Centre.

LITHUANIAN DANCE
INFORMATION CENTRE
Šiltadaržio g. 6, LT-01124 Vilnius
T +370 5 204 0835 F +370 5 204 0832
E info@dance.lt www.dance.lt

Contacts

Am I the One who I Am?
Aura Dance Theatre
T +370 37 202 062 F +370 37 424089 E info@aura.lt www.aura.lt
Arachne
Baltic Ballet Group
T +370 610 67 873 E info@balticballet.com www.balticballet.com
Cellar Spider
Dansema Dance Theatre
T +370 614 02 652 E info@dansema.lt www.dansema.lt
Dance No. 2 (Indigo) / Dance No. 1 (Black)
Edita Stundytė
T +370 682 80 198 E editastundyte@yahoo.com
Diagnosis: Man
Baltic Ballet Group
T +370 610 67 873 E info@balticballet.com www.balticballet.com
Fearless
Dansema Dance Theatre
T +370 614 02 652 E info@dansema.lt www.dansema.lt
Feel Link
Arts Printing House
T +370 5 204 0832 F +370 5 204 0832 E info@menuspaustuve.lt www.menuspaustuve.lt
Ladder
Arts Printing House
T +370 5 204 0832 F +370 5 204 0832 E info@menuspaustuve.lt www.menuspaustuve.lt
Medeas
Aura Dance Theatre
T +370 37 202 062 F +370 37 424089 E info@aura.lt www.aura.lt
Moving Targets
Vytis Jankauskas Dance Company
T +370 675 90 206 E info@vytisdc.lt www.vytisdc.lt
One
Audra Molytė
T +370 682 37897 E audra.muza@gmail.com
The Birds
Gytis Ivanauskas Theatre
T +370 5 2151077 F +370 5 2151077 E info@giteatras.lt www.giteatras.lt
Wasteland
Artists group Fish Eye
T +370 611 14 800 E agnija@zuviesakis.lt www.zuviesakis.lt
Woman’s Way
Eglė Zabulėnaitė T +370 615 20 363 E manager@andre.lt www.andre.lt
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